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But let us forget Edinburgh and steady ourselves. . .  .
We were talking about bus travel.
The only resource., then, that you have to distract your
mind from the pins and needles that beset your sedentary
parts—unless you have one or other of the front two seats
near the door—must come from settled thought about a
given subject. The country you cannot see except for the
rather alarming section of concrete highway that is just
before the bus; your legs you cannot move because the person
before you is leaning back and has his or her head practically
in your lap. If you let your thoughts wander at all it will
come always fatally back to the pins that are progressing
up your spine and the needles that are getting further and
further down your thighs. So you must seize on a topic—
or two or three topics—and exhaust the one or connect the
t others. ... It is difficult because you are faint with hunger,
it is three hours to the next halt; we are a quarter of an hour
late and shall be three before we get to the halt, so we shall
not get anything to eat this night again. . . .
But let us make the determined effort. We are going to
think about religious intolerance and whether political con-
stitutions or soils and climates are of the greater importance
in moulding the destinies of countries. . . . Thus New
England is industrial because her climate is that of the
seventh circle of the first portion of Dante's Divine Comedy,
whilst her soil is compounded of boulders and clay and her
constitutions were originally mostly those of Crown Colonies.
But Delaware, Maryland, and the Carolinas were Pala-
tinates . . . the first two of accidental and fortunate
growth; the others with written constitutions evolved by
John Locke. ... So that . . . Oh, and the soil of all these
States is practically generously alluvial and the climate
only just this side of the ideal, whereas in New England
except for a few patches in Vermont, Maine, and New
Hampshire there is practically no alluvial except along the
courses of the swift, short rivers. . . . And then again we
must not forget that along the whole extent of coast of
North Carolina there are no harbours and the shores are
rendered unapproachable by sand-banks, shoals, and

